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ABSTRACT
This paper is not a technical paper that presents a new model-based UI technique. It is about a project that revisits model-driven UI design techniques in the context of business process modeling and business transformation. We have embarked on model-driven business transformation research and are beginning to tackle the model-driven UI design portion of it. For this aspect, the approach we are taking is drawn based on our extensive experience as user interface designers, as well as our experience within the past few years with business transformation engagements with real customers. The paper describes 4 different perspectives in our approach that shift the focus of model-based UI tools from just producing the end results to better supporting UI designers with a faster, model-driven UI design process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Model-driven architecture [1, 2] addresses the need for the industry to add agility to technology solutions. By componentizing IT solutions into reusable components, IT solutions can supposedly be reconfigured to meet the changing demand of the world. On-going research on model-driven business transformations [3, 4] embraces model-driven architecture; it attempts to use business processes to automate IT solutions. It proposes to capitalize on formal business process modeling, turning formal specifications of process inputs and outputs into transition-based business objects. These objects are used to automate code generation and service mapping deemed necessary to retrieve and save information for such processes. By tying business solutions close to business process descriptions, business process models become a kind of high-level programming tool. Model-driven UI has always been about explicitly representing components that makes up UIs from user tasks to interaction techniques. According to Myers, Hudson & Pausch [5], the motivation behind model-based UI design tools was to enable programmers who, without user interface design experience, could implement only the functionality and let user interfaces be automatically generated. This attempt to automate from functionality specification is parallel to model-driven business transformation research. The UI models and the automation, one could say, entitle model-based UI as “the” approach to add agility to building UI solutions. But we still have more work to do to turn this concept into reality.

In the industry, UI design and development still lacks models and automation. Based on our experience for the past few years, the traditional UI design and development process typically takes 65-80% of the overall development time in a model-driven business transformation project. While model-based UI has the potentials to provide an impact in large IT projects, its approach in past research focusing UI design and development as a stand-alone process (ranging from task modeling to data modeling all the way to UI implementation and application action binding) is not quite appropriate. The UI design and development process has to be an integral part of and contribute appropriately at various places in the development cycle. This paper addresses the approaches we are taking to establish the model-driven UI process in this direction.

2. APPROACHES
As mentioned earlier, we have been involved with and have delivered business transformation projects. These projects start off with modeling customer’s business processes, both the processes as they exist today and the new processes which we help design to address customers’ problems. The projects then proceed to designing, building, and delivering IT solutions according to the new business design. This process also includes designing and implementing user interfaces. Our basis for competition in the marketplace is speed and quality of services of this kind of business engagements. While model-driven business
transformations [3, 4] tools are being developed to speed up the process, not much is happening to support the UI design side. The UI design process has become relatively time-consuming, especially when other parts of the solutions can be automated through models. Our goal is to reduce the time and increase the agility to the UI design process. Our approach is to underlay the traditional UI design process with UI models and interweave the model-driven UI process with the business transformation practice. Notice the significance of the term “underlay” we use as it implies that we do not intend to change the UI design practice; we’d rather enhance it.

In this section, we will discuss in more detail about our approaches as following. First we explain why we believe that model-based UI still needs to address traditional GUIs. Then we discuss how model-driven UI design and business process modeling have much in common, hence should leveraged off each other. Then we follow on to address how and where some of the known model-based UI techniques would be applicable. Finally we discuss the importance of understanding and focusing on the users of the model-based UI design tools and close the paper with a hint on how model-based UI would be a probable approach for reusable UI patterns.

2.1 Traditional GUIs is still in High Demand

While earlier model-based UI design tools focused on automatic generation of user interface [6, 7], we have seen the shift in later model-based UI research to address limited automatic generation, emphasizing user interface transformations among small devices [8]. This shift grew out of the popularity in PDAs and cellular phones hence increased the need to quickly create similar UI on several platforms. These research prototypes centered on generating multiple small platform interfaces off of common UI models [9, 10, 11, 12]. Though this is mostly GUIs, the smaller interfaces make automatic generation more manageable, we believe. On one hand, it is essential that this MDDAUI workshop pushes model-based UI further into multi-modal and more complex interactions such as games and multimedia. However, we believe the work on traditional GUIs is not done yet. As a matter of fact, model-based UI has not started as a common practice in the industry as a whole.

Most of the IT solutions our company delivers are still desktop applications, more likely web-based applications in recent years. The good news is that the design of web-based UIs, particularly in business applications, has somewhat converged making the scope of interface designs rather well-defined. Business applications deal with lots of data entering and display, giving model-based UI an opportunity to do what it can do best - automation. Please see Section 2.3 for more detail on this subject matter.

Interestingly, there is a drive towards role-specific UIs from two different sources. First, the rise of portal-based style of design is amplifying the requirements to build user-role specific interfaces. Secondly, when modeling business process, user roles are specifically defined for each business task. This makes it easy to understand and separate out user roles – who are conducting which tasks in the process – hence making it rather easy to define the scope of role-specific user interfaces. In a project in which multiple user roles must be specially designed for, it is very tedious and time-consuming design process – a pain point for user interface designers. Managing the design is more complex. While the principal of the user interface design has not changed over the years; the design process has become richer with more depth. Designers often have to juggle to maintain consistency among user roles while they can, at the same time attempt to pan off each design to appropriately support the unique set of functionality required by each user role. Tweaking the design in this case is extremely cumbersome. This is one area where having a model of user roles and user tasks with some automation can help provide a semantic structure to support the design process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Analysts</th>
<th>UI Designers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conduct business analysis and model business process &amp; tasks</td>
<td>Conduct user research and model user tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have interests in task inputs &amp; outputs as business transactions</td>
<td>Have interests in what information people need to perform tasks and what they need to perform a task and to complete a goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify and model business artifacts</td>
<td>Identify business artifacts and personal artifacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrable by use case scenarios</td>
<td>Demonstrable through low-fidelity mock-ups and storyboard, and high-fidelity mock-ups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputs validated by domain experts and business stakeholders</td>
<td>Outputs validated by domain experts, and end-users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End results must meet business objectives – business objectives vary from solution to solution</td>
<td>End results must meet business objectives and enable users to perform tasks with better effectiveness, efficiency and experience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Work with Business Process Modeling
Business transformation projects are becoming common in the IT industry. Explicitly capturing business process models has become a common practice to capture and analyze parameters that drive strategic analyses behind business transformations. As mentioned earlier, model-driven business transformation research [3, 4] uses business processes to help automate IT solution composition. Our experience with business transformation projects showed that business process modeling has many common components with the user interface design process. Table 1 compares business process modeling and the UI design process – the elements in the same row are those components that are very similar. As we can see, these common elements in fact complement each other. As a matter of fact, our study of UI designers showed that the task model UI designers often draw before starting the design look very similar to business processes and vice versa. Business processes can indeed serve as an almost perfect starting point for the UI design process.

While business processes provide a framework for how business tasks are sequenced and who perform them, they are also considered part of the business requirements – this is how business strategist and analysts believe the organization should be structured. Very importantly, UI designs are required to follow these process models. Significantly, the UI design process comes in to enhance the process model with human aspects necessary to create richer user experience design. It can also enhance the data aspect of the business process to cover all necessary data items deemed necessary for the end-users to carry out business tasks. Collaboration from the business and user-centered perspectives in general enhances the quality of the solution being designed. Being able to understand the relationship among UI designs and business processes is crucial in keeping IT design align with business requirements.

Some model-based UI research systems use the reverse-engineering approach to extract semantic model of existing UIs then map them to new designs [13, 14, 15]. Business process models can be very similar to the semantic model of these systems. It consists of user tasks, task inputs and outputs, input and output attributes and the role players. Techniques for mapping from common semantic/task models to new UI design can be useful in bootstrapping the UI design from business process models.

One caution though – it is not always the case that business process models will end up being defined at the same level as the semantic model in model-based UIs. Our experience showed that in some cases business processes are stated at a much higher level and may need to be decomposed to be comparable to those of user tasks in model-driven UI.

2.3 Focus on Current Lack of Support for UI Designers
An earlier model-based UI design tool was very ambitious attempting to intelligently map UI components from (enhanced) data type definitions and automatically laying out the entire screen [6]. While the attempt was noble, it is not likely to be practical today. There has been a surge in user interface design talents within the past decade. Designing screen layouts, while can be systematically complex, is an easily achievable task by human designers with proper visual design training. There is no point in creating such a complex system that doesn’t do a good job for skills that are not lacking. As a matter of fact from the author’s 10-year experience as a UI designer, this is a rather fun part of the work that should not be taken away from the designers. So much creativity can be used in this part of the design process making automatic generation of large UI layouts not a probable goal.

Tools commonly used to deliver UI design today such as Adobe Illustrator, Photoshop, Macromedia Director, Flash, etc. are visual layout tools and focus their support for designing high definition visual UI designs. Our current study of the UI design process shows that designers tend to go to these tools when their hand sketches start to get messy or they start to lose sense of the screen boundary. Since these tools are visual design tools, they tend to distract the designers with visual details but yet their precise layout support is valuable. The designers in the study commonly agreed that the level of visual detail was not necessary at this stage of the design. They also voiced in unison that there was lack of support for the UI design in the early phase. The UI mocking up process in general is still rather cumbersome today.

This is where we believe model-based UI techniques can come in handy. Automatically mapping data components to UI components at times can be very useful if designers can use it piecemeal as part of the design process. Such a system was built many years back [7] that would be a straightforward integration into a design tool. Design transformations such as those for small devices [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] can be used to transform a small portion of a design at a time. Regeneration of UI from common UI models such as those in [9, 10, 11, 12] can be used to help designers cranking up design alternatives. However, these techniques have to be an integral part of the design process that is driven by the designers. Model-based UI research tends to address the design process as a black box. That is, some information is given to model-based systems on one end; the automatic generations then produce the UIs on the other end and the process is done. This monolithic approach needs to be teased apart and brought in to support the design process at various points when they are really needed. It should be up to the designers to call on an appropriate technique when they need it, and for them to call out when a design is “done.”

2.4 Differentiate and Support the Role Players in the Tools
Model-based UI design and development spans from integrating high-level information such as user tasks, to recording UI design choices for interaction techniques, screen layouts, to generating code and system elements for supporting the design at run-time. That is quite a wide coverage. We often look at the model-based UI systems as single systems. They need certain inputs, we give the right information to them, and they produce UIs. Model-based UI researchers are often designers, software engineers, and sometimes programmers too. The interfaces to these model-based UI research prototypes reflect this improbable continuum of skills in the real world.
We are taking the approach that there are different role players in making IT solutions, from business analysts, to UCD practitioners, UI designers, solution architects, application developers, deployment and testers, etc. This approach is not a revolutionary thought, but it is a thought that is often neglected. Exercising this thought throughout the process of designing model-based UI tools are very critical to general acceptance of the tools by practitioners. Currently, we are very cautious of every interaction step we call upon in our model-based tool design. We attempt to be clear who the role players for these steps are. This fundamental grounding will allow us to choreograph the UI design process appropriately to our user roles. For example, we only expose design steps for the UI designers and back end steps to solution architects. We can hide unnecessary technical information from UI designers and at the same time expose the needed information about the UI design to solution architects who will finish up the design and implementation for the overall IT solution.

2.5 Model-based UI as an Infrastructure for Reusable Components

Finally, we are seeing a shift in the industry towards reusing assets to increase competition through competency. Software engineering is a crucial part in driving this effort. Similarly to how model-driven UI can be thought of as the approach to enable agility in the UI design process, UI models are also the appropriate step towards capturing reusable UI components and patterns. It is essential that the models that we design today will support reusable UI design patterns in the future.

3. SUMMARY

Our motivation to make the model-driven UI design process work stems from the need to reduce the time and the need to increase the speed and quality of the IT design services in business transformation engagements. Model-based UI research has been around for almost two decades; its research potentials have been demonstrated through numerous publications. We have an opportunity to bring model-driven UI into model-driven environments for creating IT solutions. However, more work needs to be done.

We draw upon our experience as user interface designers to revisit model-based UI techniques as well as to consider future benefits model-based UI has to offer. As we are designing a model-driven UI design process and integrating it with the business transformation practice, we draw out essential considerations that we believe will make this effort work. These considerations on 1) dealing with complexity and breadth of designing graphical UIs today, 2) integration with business process modeling, 3) picking the right spots to support in the design process, and 4) clarity of users of the model-driven UI tools, are drawn from our past UI design experience, our recent business transformation experience, as well as our initial study to understand the design process.
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